PRODUCT/SERVICE BULLETIN

ISSUE DATE: August 13, 1999

TO: All O.E.M Manufacturers and Installers
FROM: HWH Corporation
RE: 4 Cylinder Room Extension Systems, Electric Solenoid Rewiring

ADD NEW LENGTH OF WIRE FROM EXTEND SOLENOID TERMINAL TO GROUND BOLT

IMPORTANT: IDENTIFY EXTEND SOLENOID BY BLUE/WHITE WIRE FROM PUMP MOTOR, NOT BY SOLENOID LOCATION.

REMOVE THIS LENGTH OF BLACK WIRE.

CUT BLACK WIRE HERE.

ADD NEW LENGTH OF WIRE FROM EXTEND SOLENOID TERMINAL TO GROUND BOLT

EXTEND SOLENOID

BOSCH RELAY - AP18663

BLUE/WHITE FROM PUMP

RED FROM PIGTAIL - (W7502[D])

GREEN/WHITE FROM PUMP

WHITE GRND FROM PGTL - (W6230)

BLACK FROM PGTL (W7695)

GROUND BOLT - H103106

WASHERS - H123104 (2) USED

BLACK GROUND FROM PUMP

Please contact HWH Corporation at (800) 321-3494 for technical advice or assistance.